
HOW TO ORDER YOUR TAIL.....  

Thank you for considering a Beauty & Brine tail for  

your mermaiding adventure. My tails are 100% dragon  

skin platinum cure silicone (Skin and aquarium safe).  

Tails start at $4,000 this includes any paint scheme (speciality pigments such 

as glowing the dark, color change or color shift are an additional price 

depending on pigments used).  

Breakdown of tail additions: Blended waist upgrade......$75  

 

Speciality pigments and original sculpts start at $500 depending on amount of 

pigment used ( glow in the dark, color changing, color shift). 

Custom Corset tops start at $650 

Bikini tops $365 (with crystals $400) 

• Other designs (available just ask), custom sculpts can not be exclusive  

  

All designs come with a finis foil or shooter monofin other fins available On 

request ( may be an additional charge). 

At this time a rush fee of $1000 is available (this may not always be 

available).  

Shipping 

Shipping to be applied varies on location and item ordered  

I do ship internationally. I do not assume responsibility for customs fee and 

shipping varies depending on location.  

How to order? 

I will announce order openings on my Beauty and Brine facebook page  

as well as other info and photos via the following link: https://

www.facebook.com/beautyandbrinemermaidtails  



PAYMENT 

I require a nonrefundable down payment of one-half the purchase price when I 
am ready to start your tail. This fee covers the cost of the supplies needed to 
make the tail. I will send a Paypal invoice on which you can make payments,  

The balance and shipping are due before I mail you your tail. 

It is helpful to have colors, and inspirational designs to send me as we  

discuss your Beauty & Brine tail. I make a private Pinterest page where we can 

share ideas and images is also helpful to get to know you a bit better and 

understand your unique mermaid personality!  

    

If I am unable to take new orders at the time of your request you can watch my 

Facebook page for new openings.  

Beauty & Brine is a small bespoke company, and creating the tail of your 

imagination and dreams takes time, production time can be up to 3-6 months 

once I start your tail, and longer for custom sculpted designs. I like to work 

closely with my clients and as such I am only able to take a limited number of 

orders at a time. This ensures I can devote my time and energy to each person. I 

send progress photos and updates to all of my clients throughout the creation 

process.  

I hope we can work together in the future to create a Beauty & Brine tail for 

you!  

Amy Lamphere  
Beauty and Brine  


